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Stock#: 68637
Map Maker: Allen & Co.

Date: 1846
Place: London
Color: Hand Colored
Condition: VG+
Size: 37 x 32.5 inches

Price: SOLD

Description:

This is a marvelous map of India, showing the subcontinent divided according to the various political
powers which controlled it at the time. The map is beautifully colored with intricate detail.

The map contains extensive information, with thousands of cities and towns named. Roads, mountain
ranges, rivers, lakes, and more are all shown. Perhaps most useful is the long list in the lower left of the
map detailing which provinces are controlled by what colonial powers. British colonies obviously dominate
this list, with twenty-six such possessions. Other European powers controlling territories are France,
Denmark, and Portugal. Only four independent states are left in the region: Scindia, Nepal, Lahore, and
Cabool.

The map was published near the completion of the Great Trigonometrical Survey of India. Initial British
mapping of the subcontinent was limited in accuracy, and so a modern survey was undertaken. The survey
commenced in 1802 and was continued under George Everest. Through a very extensive and arduous
series of triangulations, the survey was able to rectify the shape of the subcontinent on maps and provide
accurate distances from one point to the next.
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Detailed Condition:
Folding map backed on cloth. With an attractive cover booklet containing a gilt crest incorporating two
seated Indian figures and the title "Allen's Map of India".


